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With a rapidly expanding global empire, app developer Slack

called in Toronto’s Dubbeldam Architecture + Design

to create a local office that reflects its tech values
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Architect: Dubbeldam Architecture + Design
Client: Slack
Location: Toronto
Duration: Sept 2016-Jan 2017
Floorspace: 2,135sq m
Cost: Undisclosed

 Brightly coloured 
computer cables pass 
through the space

 Felt Studio’s bespoke 
textured wall cladding 
is in the reception

W
hen you’re 
the fastest-
growing tech 
company in 
history, it 
can be  
something of 

a priority to give your offices heart and ground 
them with meaning through their design. That 
is exactly what business team communication 
app and San Francisco-based startup Slack has 
tried to do with its new Toronto office. A fit out 
primarily for the customer service team, this 
new branch needed to accommodate approxi-
mately 140 new hires in the very short timespan 
of six months. It also follows recent openings 
in quick succession in Vancouver, New York, 
Melbourne, London and Dublin.

 Every single Slack office so far occupies 
a former industrial building and incorporates 
interiors that aim to honour the property’s 
legacy, renew its productivity and reflect Slack’s 
values of empathy, solidarity and craftsman-
ship. Therefore, when the company was looking 
to expand to Toronto, Slack’s global facilities 
team was very excited to find the three brick-
and-beam storeys within a former textile factory 
named the Quality Knitting Building.

“The building was ideally located, close 
to both the business and the arts districts,” 
says Deano Roberts, Slack’s director of global 
facilities and real estate, “and its name was 
well aligned with Slack’s focus on carrying 
out one’s work with care and craft – and the 
textured, robust interiors provided a rich  
backdrop for a fresh office design.”

The next step was to bring in Toronto’s 
multi-disciplinary studio Dubbeldam Architec-
ture and Design, recognised for its always inno-
vative, environmentally responsible, timeless 
and well-considered schemes.

 “For each of our projects we search for 
architects whose work is a bit edgy and 
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unique – one who will guide us in a strong and 
confident way,” explains Roberts. “We also 
want to work with architects who will give us 
attention and focus while crafting a beautiful 
space in keeping with our brand. Dubbeldam 
embraced our company values and translated 
them seamlessly into the space.”

At Slack, employees are encouraged to seek 
out spaces that best accommodate the task at 
hand. So, as well as traditional workstations, this 
office would need a number of areas for both 
private concentration and collaborative exchange. 
To fulfil this part of the brief, Dubbeldam has 
taken the three rectangular floorplates and 
organised them around a central core housing 
communal and service spaces, while open work-
stations and meeting rooms are located around 
the perimeter for access to natural light. Each of 
the three floors features a different communal 
space for employee engagement: the reception 
area on the fifth floor, lounge on the fourth floor 
and cafe on the third. Breakout areas/lounges 
and booths of various sizes are interspersed on 
each floor for informal meetings.

“This is a contemporary workplace 
that favours mobility,” elaborates Heather 
Dubbeldam, the founder and principal archi-
tect at the practice, “where employees are free 
to work on their laptops from anywhere in the 
space instead of being relegated to a desk. As 
more offices embrace this cafe culture, it is 
important that the design makes the employees 
feel comfortable in order to be productive.”

Bold pops of colour, in Slack’s brand tones, 
have also been used to mark out these different 
zones and the shift in how they should be 
used, such as the solitary workstations, phone 
booths, breakout meeting rooms, a staff lounge 
and a sleek executive boardroom. The meeting 
rooms, which are named after types of textile 
machinery, feature vibrant Designtex acoustic 
wall panelling for privacy and space. 

With the modern way of working attended 
to, the next step was to further represent the 
brand values within the scheme and to reference 
the origins of the space, just as Slack wanted.  
To this end Dubbeldam has incorporated a 
linear motif throughout, in various materials 
and styles, with a double meaning that 
breathes life into the textile yarns that make 
up the history of the building and the “threads 
of communications” that the Slack app 

“It is important that the design makes the employees 

feel comfortable in order to be productive”

 Zigzag lighting and 
bold brand colours 
define a lounge area

 The communal cafe 
adopts a Scandinavian 
white and grey
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In the next issue
Inside The Record Hall, the Workspace 
Group’s new central London location

serves to bring together. From the coloured 
network cables running through the length 
of the office on the ceiling and walls to 
the continuous angular LumenWerx LED 
light fixtures that appear to thread through 
the space, this can be seen. 

“We wanted the light fixture to be a graphic 
element in the space yet provide even lighting 
over the workstations, visually knitting work-
spaces and meeting rooms together,” explains 
Dubbeldam, who specified the angles with 
LumenWerx to create the zigzag shape. 

“We also settled on computer networking 
cables because these were relatively inexpen-
sive and came in extremely long lengths and 
bright colours,” she explains of the choice for 
one of the linear installations on the third floor. 
“While these are not connected, they were espe-
cially fitting for the office of an internet-based 
company and tied into Slack’s brand colours.”

More lines feature in the striking felt wall 
cladding installation in the reception created 
by Kathryn Walter of Felt Studio. This space 
also hosts a rather sculptural and equally 
angular custom-made desk, as well as a dropped 
ceiling to for a cosy, welcoming feel.

The large communal cafe picks up on the 
linear theme again, but this time in a mono-
chrome fashion, with its white and wood diag-
onal slats, created through custom millwork, 
in Baltic birch plywood with a white lacquer 
finish. “Carrying the brand colours here would 
have been visually distracting in such an open 
space,” explains Dubbeldam, “so we decided 
to maintain more of a neutral palette here 
while maintaining the diagonal linearity found 
elsewhere. We were also inspired by Scandina-
vian design in cafes, which are characterised by 
crisp wood and clean lines.” 

Again in white and wood, opposite the 
elevator, one of a number of pegboards fabri-
cated by local firm Atelier Kozak greets guests 
with company slogans and logos. It can be  
reorganised by employees, inviting a hands-on 
interactive moment of creativity with the office.

The whole scheme is very fitting for a 
young, vibrant, fast-moving company that 
knits loose ends together in a whole new 
way compared with that which previously 
occurred within these four walls – this time it’s 
linking strands of company communication 
rather than yarn – and here Dubbeldam has 
picked that out perfectly with a playful, bold, 
tactile sort of workspace. 

“We settled 

on computer 

networking 

cables because 

they were 

fitting for 

the office of 

an internet-

based 

company”

 A pegboard by Atelier 
Kozak carries company 
logos and slogans

 Zigzag lighting by 
LumenWerx acts as a 
linking graphic element
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